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TWO AMERICAS

By Skip Elmore

Yes, there are two very different Americas today. One, the original one, made up
of men and women who love this nation the way our founding fathers visualized
and brought it into reality. Many have chosen to legally Immigrate to this new
land because of the freedom from controlling government tyranny it provided.
The second America is made up of radical leftist who desire bringing the United
States to their fear driven selfish ways, letting government have complete control
of everything.
Their ultimate strategy requires the complete dismantling of our Constitution
and the Bill of Rights. However, their undercover interim plan is to utilize our
judicial system to circumvent prevailing laws by eliminating them, one by one.
This so called modern political strategy began gaining noticeable momentum well
over seventy years ago as old European influence crept further into the western
culture. Saul Alinskey’s book, “Rules For Radicals,” written in the late sixties,
became popular among some in our education system. Hillary Clinton did her
thesis under Alinskey and then met with him more than once. Later, after
Alinskey’s death, Barack Obama studied his writings and followed his teaching.
It, among other influential factors, became very appealing to the selfish, fear
driven, nature of our youth. This is why so many Millennials became progressive
liberals, appealing to a Socialist type government. They’ve been taught, from an
early age, that government should cover all needs at someone else’s expense.
In an earlier BIAP (Book in a page) article titled “Are We Almost There” I outlined
the steps required by Alinskey and others to take our nation from our Capitalistic,
Free Enterprise form of government to complete Socialism. This article and others
pertaining to biblical economics are on my website: www.skipelmore.com They
are also included in the latest addition of my book, now available on Amazon.
“One Page ANSWERS To Life’s Difficult QUESTIONS.”
For the sake of our children, our grandchildren and their families, we must bring
our nation back to the Judeo-Christian morals and ethics our founding fathers
knew to be essential for it to continue. We need to pray that it’s not too late. It’s
obvious that most of our nation’s leaders are letting Satan’s ways take over.

WE MUST NOT LET THIS CONTINUE!!!

